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UCF fullback Gerod Davis sets his sights on the NFL after stellar college career p. 12
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Anonymous al.legations resun in
investigation of College of Business
O Huseman quits
citing differences of
management style
By MICHELLE MARTINEZ
Asst. news editor

Richard Huseman, former
dean of the College of Business
Administration, spent $25,000 to
create the BE2000 model display
located in the Business Administration building. Although
$16,000 of this amount was UCF
Founda~ion money, $1 O,OOOof this

HEADED TO THE 'WCJ

amount was not disclosed to the mittee to Remove the Dean. The
public.
first faxes were received on May
This was one of 13 anony- 5 and May 9 of 1995.
mous allegations against Huseman
Huseman resigned as dean
that were investigated. Results of on Dec. 22, and in a media memo
the investigation were published in issued by the UCF Office of
a report released to the Central Public Affairs, he cited differFlorida Future in late January by ences in management style with
the Office of the Comptroller.
his superiors as a reason for his
In the report, Financial In- 'resignation.
vestigator Michael Gimbel pre"Despite the accomplishsented the findings of his investiga- ments of-the College, it has betion of allegations that were faxed come increasingiy apparent that
to the State of Florida Office of the my vision. for the College of
Comptroller by a group that identified themselves as the Faculty Comsee AWGATIONS, page 3

Search for Huseman's replacement in
progress, dean to fill ~on by ne~ fall
By MICHELLE MARTINEZ
Asst. news editor

Richard Huseman resigned as
dean of the college in December and
cite<lin his letter ofresignation differences in visions for the College of

The College of Business
Administration hopes to find Busin~andmanagementstyleswith
the strongest dean possible by superiors as reasons.
The search committee will
next fall, according to Provost
Gary Whitehouse, vice presi- choose five to six candidates to come
to UCF to be interviewed. Besides the
dent for Academic Affairs.
committee,
faculty members, PresiWhitehouse said a search
committee is in the process of tak- dent John Hitt and Provost Gary
Whitehouse are among other people
ing awlications for a new dean.
The committee will begin . to interview the candidates. There
screening applicants on Mar. 18 may also be a ~ion for students to
and continue until the position is ask the candidates questions.
If the application deadline is
filled. No application deadline has
near Mar. 31, Provost Whitehouse
been set.

•

said candidate interviews could
begin in late May or early J~e.
After interviews are completed, the connhittee will then
make a recommendation
to Whitehouse, who will make
the final decision in choosing the
dean.
Advertisements for the
position will nm in the Chronicle
for Higher Education, an academic publication; the
AACSB, a business newsletter; The Marketing News, a
marketing publication and
~ibly the Wall Street Journal•

photo/SAGINARIO

UCF completed a sweep of local rival Stetson by
beating them 73-62 in the Knight's final home game
last Saturday. They hope to carry that momentum
south against Florida Atlantic University.

From jail to Yale, Dutton
haS unique perspective
crass and rude ... "
Dutton stated that AfricanAmerican films are "doomed to fail
Members of the audience economically" because they are
clapped loudly Tuesday night, shown only in limited areas. He
when actor Charles Dutton urged urged the audience to see black films
African-Americans to support on the weekend that they are preblack films and television shows. miered to combat the "built-in
Dutton, star and executive mechanism for failure."
Dutton, who spent over seven
producer of the cancelled Fox-TV
show "Roe," told the audience years in prison after killing a man in
that serious black shows do not a knife fight, criticized the country's
exist on TV. He said the absence prison system. He said jail teaches
of black shows after 9 p.m. is a_ people to become dependent and
resultof"entertainmentJini Crow encourages a revolving door, in
_which the same people are jailed
laws" in the television industry.
Dutton explained that black time after time.
AlthoughDuttonexperienced
dramas have never survived on
television because, historically-, what he terms a "tum-about" while
''TV confined African-Americans incarcerated, he said, ''There's no
to the buffoon and comedy roles." such thing as prison rehabilitation,
"The rest of the world at least in the United States. You
watches American TV," he said. have to become physically and emo''If 'Married with Children' was
the only image of whites shown,
see DUTTON, page 5
everyone would think they were
byAMYWA~EL
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Charles Dutton, former star of tne show Roe, spoke on campus
last Tuesday. He complained about the lack of serious black
shows on TV. He also talked about his time in prison.

mally, an interviewwith Dance Hall Crashers

News
Opinion
Classifieds
Features

Senate fills
Attorney General
position
by JEFF DETHUIN
Staff reporter

------------Will the elections be suspended for another week? This was
an important question during the
Senate meeting held on Thursday,
February 15. The main concern of
President Miguel Torregrosa was
the need to fill the vacant position of
attorney general, two election commissioner seats and senate arts and
science seat 14.
For the position of attorney
general, Torregrosa appointed
Wendy Reeves, the current standing attorney general, for the posi- ,
tion. After ·going through questioning such as what Mrs. Reeves
thought about the relationship between the attorney general and student body president, whatshethought
about the relationship between the

see POSmON, page 5
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For further Information Apply at:
· Embassy Suites - Valet Desk
8978 International Drive
Orlando, FL 32819
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•ALL applicants must be at least 21 years old and have
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Business and my management
style differ from that of the Central Administration," Huseman
said in the Dec. 22 media memo.
"While universities, more
than organizations, have a tolerance for different points of view,
I feel it's important that the President and Provost have the opportunity to select a Dean whose vision and style are more consistent
with their own."
Huseman would not comment on theallegationsandacopy
of his response to the accusations
was not yet available.
Among the allegations
stated in the investigation were:
• Huseman's home computer- a university computerwas used by his wife for persona]
use.
• Associate Dean Warren
McHone's university laptop computer was used for his "economics
consulting business."
• Huseman's assistant/
graphics employee, Ms. Zulema
Seguel, prepared graphics presentations on a state computer for
Huseman' s prior consulting business, Huseman & Associates.
Findings: When Gimbel
obtained the above three computers from the College of Business
to be reviewed by the Florida Department of Law Enforcement, six
new directories had been added to
Ms. Seguel' s computer the day

after the request was made. The
new directories contained information that pertained to the College of Business.
On McHone's computer,
from files that had been deleted,
the FDLE discovered a four part
report on "Long Term Economic
Data Forecasting" prepared for the
Orlando Utilities Commission.
McHone received compensation
of $28 ,465.00 for the report.
Forty directories had been
deleted from Huseman's computer. Upon recovery, it was dis:..
covered that the information from
some of the directories pertained
to Huseman and Associates; a family budget; a newspaper service
and family trust information.
The Office of the Comptroller recommended that the UCF
Administration review the actions
taken to remove data from the
computers by Huseman and
McHone after the computers were
requested and take action on violation of unauthorized personal
use of the computers.
•Huseman hired a full-time
presentations and graphic employee at $24,000 a year. The services of the employee and a number of presentations were paid for
with College money for the use of
Huseman & Associates.
Findings: The report stated
that Seguel did prepare presentations and slides for various
Huseman presentations, but
Huseman initially used the pre-

sentations for the college. He took
the presentations with him to personal speakings, from which he
received from $3,000 to $5,000
compensation. Two bills charged
to Huseman's College of Business account reflected that
$293.00 and $134.25 on were
spent on slides.
The Office of the Comptroller found that Huseman misused university property and recommended that UCF administration review their policies and procedures as they relate to the use of
university property.
•Findings: Investigation of
the allegation concerning the
BE2000 display in the College of
Business revealed that $16, 729 .00
in UCF Foundation money was
used and $7 ,258.00 of state funds
were used to construct the flooring, lighting, walls and glass case
of the display. The Office of the
Comptroller found no violation
of law but recommended that in
the future, the College of Business monitor the spending of state
funds more carefully.
President Hitt could not be
reached for comment. However,
in the Jan. 21 edition of the Orlando Sentinel, he expressed disappointment with the findings of
the investigation but felt none
warranted firing Huseman.
TheFloridaComptroller's
Office recommended that the
state Ethics Commission investigate.

Curriculum introduced by
Huseman to stay in place
World and IBAX Health Care
Systems, give feature presentations on the four competencies to
Despite Richard aid students in acquiring the
Huseman's resignation as dean skills they need for today's busilast December, Interim Dean Ri- ness world.
chard Hofler said that the ColStudents learn about the
lege of Business Administration four competencies in a Cornerwill continue to implement the stone Class, taken the first securriculum introduced under mester, and they apply these
Huseman.
competencies in their core cur"The faculty feel very riculum classes. Oasses of their
proud of what we've accom- major serve to rerme their complished in BE2000," Hofler said. petencies and a Capstone Course
"We're looking forward to refin- brings the four competencies toing it."
gether.
Under Huseman, the col'~he dean has made very
lege implemented Business Edu- significant distributions to the
cation 2000, the Executive Mas- college's distinction," Dean
ters of Business Administration . McFall, director · of public afand the Staff Associate Recogni- fairs, said•
tion Program.
. Hofler said that students
"When I came here in 1990, and their employers have given
from the moment I arrived, my the college positive feedback
intent was to build a world class about the BE2000 program•
business school," Huseman said.
''We'realllookingforward
The new BE2000 curricu- to helping the college service stuconsists · of ·four .competen- dents even better in the future
cies: ~work, communication, than it has ·in the past," Hofler
creative tbinkiilg aild adapting said.
to change. .
.
Under Huseman'stenure
Business cori}orations in as dean, the college's endowtheO~fandoarea,suchas Darden ment also grew from 4.1 milrestanrants,AT&T, WaltDisney lion to over 10 million•
by MICHELLE MARTINEZ

Asst. news editor
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YOU CAN FINISH IN FOUR .YEARS!
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AT

FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE - ORLANDO PROGRAM

NEW SUNDASH WOLF SYSTEMS

Grand Opening Special
$10 off Full Set of Nails
$39.95 l month unlimited tanning
1 free tan with full set of nails

1011 LOCKWOOD BLVD. OVIED,O .

365-9755

'

.··

• Fully accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools
• Specifically tailored for working
college students
• Convenient evening and weekend classes
• Seven-week terms/ competitive
tuition rates

Offertng B.S. - Business Administration Degrees in:
• Accounting
• 5th Year CPA Courses
•Computer Information Science
•Finance •Human Resources Management
• Production Management
• Marketing Management

CALL TODAY AT:

855-1302

Next Ter:m Begins February 29

FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE-ORLANDO• 8578 AVENUE C. •ORLANDO, FL 32827 • 855-1302

featuring the movie

Paris is Burnin

•

hosted by

Ms. Leigh Shannon
with performances by

Ms. Dareen Steve
and introducing UCF's own

Ms. Felicity Dupris

Send inorc information
about Florida Southern College-Orlando Program to:

Address:-----City:___,,------State/Zip:
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Jail gives Dutton a chmce to lhinlr about life's COUtSe

cling led to revelation on life for Dutton
y COURTNEY LEWIS
~·

1--~~-=-~~~~~~

It's not easy to sum up a sucess story in one simple phrase, but
'From Jail, to Yale, to Broadway"
anages todoitforCharlesDutton's
'fe.
"Life's Journey" was the
heme ofDutton's speech on Tuesay. The star of the cancelled Fox
itcom, Roe , spoke of the different
ms his life has taken over the
ears.
"When you're down on your
uck, things will get better if you
ant them to," Dutton said.
At the age of 12, Dutton had
eady decided that he did not want
o continue his education. In and out
f reform school, Dutton found
rouble on every corner of
eenmont Avenue in Baltimore,
aryland.
At 17, he took a tum for the
orst Dutton got into a fight and was
tabbed 6 times. In self-defense, his
ker was stabbed once and dioo.

been no penalties for a murder in
self-defense, but Dutton' s remorseless attitude resulted in him being
sentenced to jail.
When he completed a shortened sentence, he was released only
to return later on other criminal
charges. While in solitary confinement, Dutton began to read a collection of plays, and "Day ofAbsence,"
in particular, which helped him turn
his life around.
He was so moved by the play
that he coaxed his fellow inmates
into helping him act out scenes in a
prison talent show.
During a monologue speech
of the performance, Dutton had a
revelation.
''In the.middle of this speech
I understood how I controlled the
thoughts and actions of the audience and that's when I knew, that's
when I realized what it is that I was
born to do," Dutton said.
After he was paroled, Dutton
set a new direction for his life and
eventually graduated with a degree
in theater. He then applied to the

from DUTION, page 1

Yale School of Theater and throug
determination he was accepted.
AfterYale,hereturnedtoBal
timore where Dutton says he be
came, ''The star in the Ghetto."
He performed in local the
aters until he decided to go west t
Hollywood. There he was offere
the opportunity to develop the situ
ation comedy known as "Roe."
Dutton lectures across th
country and spoke at UCF in recog
nition of Black History Month.
"Dutton was a great choic
as a speaker because he has bee
through a great deal and we felt tha
he would bring a positive messag
f01: the community," said Andre
Patterson, African American Stu
dent Union (AASU) president.
Dutton concluded the nigh
with a question and answer sessio
that provoked emotional question
to which he gave positive answers
''We're only on this plane
for a second in the large scheme o
things ... We should make our an
cestors proud, do the right thing."

tionally tired of that way of life."
Dutton also called America's
war on drugs a failure. He said 54
percent of inmates in federal prisons are first-time offenders serving
time for drug charges.
The actor said prisons succeed economically because of the
many jobs required to run them. "If
the United States wanted to stop
drugs, they could stop it tomorrow,"
he sajd. "Somebody's getting paid
off."
Dutton' s advice to those looking for jobs after serving time in
prison? "Confront it straight up," he
advised. "Demonstrate the rest of
your life that you're a better person."
After being paroled from
pris~>n in 1976, Dutton earned his
associate's degree from Townsend
State. Dutton performed in local
theaters in his home city of Baltimore and was hailed by critics as a
"promising young actor."
"I dido' t know how to go
about going to New York and be-

coming an actor, so I stayed in Baltimore and soaked up accolades,"
he said. Heeding the advice of a
school counselor, Dutton applied to
Yale's theater department. He was
accepted after convincing school
officials he was serious about wanting to be the first person to progress
"fromjail to Yale."
After graduating from Yale
in 1983, Dutton performed in "Ma
Rainey's Black Bottom," for which
he received a Tony Award nomination. He earned another nomination
for the Pulitzer Prize-winning
Broadway play, "The Piano Lesson."
In addition to producing and
starring in "Roe," Dutton has appeared in several 1V movies and
feature films including, "The Murder of Mary Phagan," "Crocodile
Dundee II," "Mississippi Masala"
and "Surviving the Game."
Dutton' s speech was sponsored by the African-American Student Union, the Student Government Association and the Campus
Activities Board.

CAMPUS AcTIVITIES BoARD
IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR

FALL '96-SPRING '97
FOR THE POSITIONS OF

STUDENT DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT STUDENT DIRECTOR
CINEMA DIRECTOR
CONCERTS DIRECTOR
CULTURAL ARTS DIRECTOR
GRAPHIC DESIGN DIRECTOR
POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT DIRECTOR
PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR
SPEAKERS DIRECTOR
SPECIAL EVENTS DIRECTOR
SPECTACULAR KNIGHTS DIRECTOR
VIDEO PRODUCTIONS DIRECTOR
REQUIREMENTS:
U.C.F. STUDENT
2.0 GRADE POINT AVERAGE
LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE

DEADLINE TO APPLY:
MARCH 7th 1996
5:00 p.m.

'

APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE PICKED UP AT AND RETURNED TO:
STUDENT CENTER ROOM 198

""
~

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

CAB ::::

CAMPUS AcTIVITIES BOARD
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Hey UCF! Your weekly column is
back to normal, bringing you all of the
events and happenings you most need to
know about.
Keep in mind that this month is Black
History Month. Although you may have
missed a couple weeks of great events,
there are still two more weeks left in February. There are calendars posted at various
spots around campus. If you haven't seen
one yet, there is one posted on the
1;eceptionist' s door in Student Government.
Feel free to come in to the Student Center,
Room 155 and catch up on Black History
month events. The participating clubs and
organizations would appreciate the support
of their events.
'
IMPORTANT NEWS BIT: There
will be an open forum in the Wild Pizza on
February 21 (That's Tomorrow) from 12
p.m. - 1 p.m., featuring President Hitt and
various other vice presidents and administrators. This is the chance that you have
been waiting for. If you have any questions
regarding parking, admissions policies or
anything that is university related, WE
WANT YOU THERE. This forum is set up
to help students voice their compliments or
complaints. It is a great opportunity for the
student body and for the administration to
communicate on a very different level than
we are used to. Please attend if you aren't

busy. We look forward to seeing you there.
Also, February 21 marks an SGA
Awareness Day on the green. Student Government personnel will be on the Green
from 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. to answer questions
and hand out flyers - along with free hot

dogs and soda. Come out to the Green and
visit with us.
There will also be important information concerning voting on the Constitutional Amendments and the Health Fee
referendum. If you have any questions regarding these issues, come out and ask us.
It is important that these issues are cleared
up so you can vote.
NOTE: Voting dates have been
changed due to a campus emergency. The
new dates are February 27 & 28, Tuesday

and Wednesday. Candidates will be campaigning. until these dates and will be on
hand to answer any questions about the
issues and their various platforms. Check
the paper for the profiles of the candidates.
Become informed and vote!
On a closing note, support your UCF
athletics. The men and women's basketball
teams are gearing up for the TAAC tournament in the beginning of March. Check the
game schedules and go show your spirit for
your teams.
Also, the UCF Knights Baseball team
is off to a 7-0 start. Schedules are available
at every home game. Go watch the Knights
as they chase their 29 game winning streak
to make it 30 (or more!!!).
With all of the confusion of the elections and the various issues being presented, the Executive Branch is always
available to discuss issues and answer questions. If you have anything you need to
bring up, discuss or question, please come
see us! Anybody would be happy to help
out. Stop by SC Room 155 or call 8232191.
Also, feel free to download the Web
Page. All of the latest info is at your fingerhttp://
tips.
The
address
is
pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-sga/

We want your cheesy photos! Send us any fascinating campus related pictures you might have.There are no rules,
but please nothing too gross.We'II print the best pictures we get
Call 823-8054,ext27 for more info.Ask for Mike or Jeff.

FEB.20
•TKL Comedy: Royale Watkins, 8 p.m.,
SAC
•Election Rally, 5:30 p.m. - 7 p.m., Lake
Claire Activities Center.
FEB. 21
•Cultural Arts: Concert Band Concert, 4
p.m., VAB
FEB.22
•GLBSU's movie night: Paris Is Burning,
8 p.m., Wild Pizza
FEB.23
•Deadline for President's Leadership
Council applications.
FEB.24
•Big Brothers and Big Sisters Day, noon
•Habit for Humanity, call 823-3318

from POSrrlON, page 1

senate and attorney general and what was
her idea on legislative intent by the Senate,
Wendy was unanimously confirmed for the
position of attorney general. This nomination was seen by many senators as the only
way for the elections to go on without
another interruption.
Torregrosa also appointed two elections commissioners, Alan Rosa and Jessica Allen to fill vacancies.
This leaves only one more space to
fill on the election commission - a problem Torregrosa is already in the process of
solving. The appointment of the last election commissioner and the formal confirmation of the three commissioners will be
held at this week's Senate meeting.

FREE FOOD.

FAST CAR.

JEFF GORDON.

February 2/st • 10 a.m.-3 p.m. • UCF Student Center Green
Calling all students. Come see Jeff Gordon's 1995 NASCAR Championship #24 Du Pont Chevrolet on the UCF Student Center Green, February 21st from I0 a.m.-3 p.m.
If that's not enough, come for the free food. This event is sponsored by the UCF Alumni Association, Student Government, and- the Orlando Collision Center. While you're there
getting a free hot dog and soft drink, you can learn more about the Orlando Collision
Center and their UCF Preferred Customer Program for all alumni, students, faculty and staff.
\AJUIOUUt ~. Ke.
And who knows, maybe Jeff Gordon will show up himself. After all, there is free food.
ALUMNI
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In defense of Administration

I am not typically in the habit
of scolding writers to the editor. It
only happens one every tenn or so.
However, in this case, I feel like I
must. Shame on you, Mr. Plazas.
What I really want to smack
you about is the supposition that
someone somewhere is making
more money as a result of more
students. What do you think, the
administration works on commission? That the President gets a kickback from the bookstore? Get off. I
would remind you that UCF is a
state run school. Are you suggesting
that they turn away students? And
what exactly are they supposed to
do? Move to Tallahassee or
Gainesville? If you did that I think
you'd get a good dose of what overcrowding really is. Or maybe they
should raise the entrance requirements. But perhaps that would have
excluded the likes ofyou, how would
you feel then?
As for your 'hard earned
money,' are you aware that the state
is paying for about half of your
tuition? If you want to talk about
someone making some money, then
you need to look atthe private sector
of education.
See, Dean McFall, I stand up
for the University when someone
REALLY goes too far.
Further more, Mr. Plazas, if
you don't like crowded classes, I
strongly urge you to go to a private
college, and then some other poor
slob can have your parking spot. I
personally enjoyed the larger classes,

and it was never my experience that
a professor was not able to accommodate discussions in a larger sized
class.
I don't mind you complainingaboutthelackofparking. There
is a serious lack of parking, and
what makes in inevitably worse are
lhe idiots who don't park between
the posts. However, big boys and
girls learn to adapt.
First, you could take a bus
and make the whole parking process obsolete.
You could even drive to a
shopping center somewhere, get
lunch to go, and eat on your way to
class., That will solve your other
problem, too. But if you really feel
you must drive to campus, then you
can do what. everyone else does,
and wait for someone walking to
their car. And if you get there an
hour in advance, you won't have to
rush for class and get disabled by a
rollerblader.
As for the broken chairs, Mr.
Plazas, if you had been a little more
specific and told me which classroom it is, I might have been able to
make some calls, they're usually
pretty good about such things.
In the meantime, and for being a sport and letting me publicly
paddle you, I will run your article
about political prisoners.
But Mr. Plazas, I would remind you of the story of the little
boy who cried wolf. If you have
real issues to talk about, it is aiways_
best not to get overly caught up in
the little things, like parking.

Web Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html
E-mail: cffuture@gdi.net
Opinion E-mail: Patfox0590@aol.com
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Making Black History Month meaningful
o I had intended to
write an article on
Black History mQnth.
But, I found this in
my mailbox and
decided I could not
write anything better
than this.

works and local stations, dusting off
the only black films they .have in
The writer has asked to be their collection - we'll see Roots,
kept anonymous.
Malcolm X, Lady Sings the Blues...
Black History Month·and its Do the Right thing ... over and over.
"celebrations"formanyhasbecome
Overly pompous asses geta burdensome exercise in lethargy. ting fat on my pain, selling me this
While the messages we glean from crap - yesterday's stain. Sad rebeneath the screen of our screams frain, Missy Jane ... still looking for
that "they" deem is worthy of their Cane ... but he died last year in the
time. Just as long as we pay for the rain.
line with one silver dime.
Moesha,poorlittleMoesha ...
Sing a song of paradoxes my heart goes out for you, trite
we shall overcome as soon as we expressionsandstereotypesofwhat
overcome. Sing a song of freedom • we used to be like, viewed today,
as soon as wearefree.Singasongof but we're not like that now.
survival as soon as we learn to surMr. Bo Jangles, won't ya
vive. Sing a song of hope as soon as dance for us ... smile that smile that
we find hope.
hides your grief... Shirley T really
Lethargic because all too of- didn'tlikeMr. T... buthewassocute
ten this period is spent bemoaning with all that gold you see.
the victim status of blacks, re-idenLocal programs, national astifying the age-old problems that semblies, public displays of tokenconfront us, hearing tired old ism gone astray. The dreamer respeeches of events all too often and duced to a mere sound bite "I have
too quickly forgotten; buying that a dream." Malcolm reduced to a
dress or that tie, that book or th<it art mere letter "X".
work- overpriced, overly gaudy,
No Angela, no Stokely, no
and made in China.
bell hooks, James W. Johnson!' ve got what you need, I've cringing as off pitched voices make
got the answer. Vote for me cause ahalf-heartedattempttosing... make
I'm all you've got.
sure the words are printed ... it is our
Lethargic because all my national anthem ... butwe'veforgotwhite colleagues, feigning sensitiv- ten the theme. The meaning lost
ity want to talk about black issues, amidstthebuyingandsellingofthat
the newspapers suddenly discover noble dream.
black feature stories, black leaders,
It might be unfortunate to be
academicians, and preachers in high black, but it is very commercial a
demandtospeaktothemassesabout thing ... black makeup, black hair
blackness. 'Hey, come on over... products, black art, poetry.
let's talk awhile - tell me 'bout
Teachers wi1l instruct their
your problems I'll cry for you .. .'
students on this weary assignment,
Lethargic because many will find the black, find the cause, present
play semantical games about what the issue. Preachers extolling the
is the appropriate name for blacks. virtues oflong suffering, endure the
Are we black,-colored, negro, Afri- strife, endure the pain, the plight.
can American, or what is the flavor
A million did march, but
of today.
what... no plan, no action, no eviLethargic because the net- dence of presence- another father-

f

less child, abused wife, misused
life... and crack sells still at an all
time high ...
Problems, problems, please
don't invite me to supper. .. I'm tired
of the freedom bird, Ray Charles,
and your idle banter... the poor
blacks ... have you heard this one ...
another lost soul... poor blacks ...
why don't they just get over it...
poor blacks ... poor blacks... February ... why February:
It's the most unique of all
Months... only one every four years
has an extra day ... what will you do
with that extra day this year?
7 suggestions for making this
celebration meaningful:
1) Don't buy anything
"Black" made in China, Korea or by
any one who isn't black.
2) Don't say or do anything
that you wouldn't ordinarily do (hypocrisy is especia11y bad during
black history month).
3) Make this celebration an
Afro-centric one... where past, present
and future coincide... rather than concentrating on the past (successes/faillll'eS). Look at how these impact on the
present, and devise solutions that will
reconcile these in the future.
4) Parents seek out your children, let them know you love, support
and care for them and their future.
5) Children seek out your parents, let them know that you love,
understand and need them and that
you will be there for their future.
6)Teacherscommityourselves
to excellence, high moral standards,
and your students. Your vocation is a
sacred one, for the future rest in your
hands.
7) Students commit yourselves
to learning, achievement, high moral
standards. You are our last, best hope
- for the future is you.
''Only when lions have Historians willhuntersceasebeingheroes."African Proverb

•
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Multiculturism is. a blow to the melting pot ideal that is America
O Here it is, the
debate you've been
waiting for. Stay
tuned for Dan
Griffin's answer.
The American cultmal civil
war rages on; and victory is still out
of reach. Also beyond reach are
people who believe that multi-culturalism is leading America to domestic tranquillity, when in fact
this obsession with diversity is leading us down a certain road paved
with good intentions.
The more that people's differences (races, colors, genders) are
emphasized over their similarities
(being individuals~ being Americans), the harderi tis for America to
work.
Bringing people and cultures
out of history's sidelines is good.
For example, the Norton anthologies of American literature contain
writings of slaves and Native
Americans.
It is necessary to know
America's history, warts and all.
But race separatism has not gone
the way of the godo, for along came
.the multiculturalists and bam!out of Left field came race-obsessing and segregation disguised as
equality.
Multiculturalists indict Western civilization and proclaim that
Americans are racist, ·sexist
homophobes who need wonderful,
enlightening liberalism to make this
country into Utopia.
Ultra-leftists exaggerate
America's sins and downplay its

;G
··~;f@t-f_

triumphs. They want to rewrite history and convince us that an
America without multiculturalism
will be unjust. In truth, raci{!l disharmony is being nurtured by this
social(ist) experiment.
Multiculturalism is an attempt to please and mollify everyone and everything-black interests, Asian interests, gay and bisexual interests-all at the expense
of America as a whole. "American" has been relegated to a secondary status after a hyphen.
In this PC/multiculturalist
climate, everything is suddenly a
race issue-every disagreement,
every h~ring and firing, every ilnmigration bill, every arrest of a
minority criminal. Where will it
end?
Appreciating people of different nations and cultures is a
great thing, provided you don't
wipe your feet all over this country, which is exactly what has
been happening. According to
David SaGks and Peter Thiel in a
September 25, 1995 National
Review, Bibles were removed
from Stanford's Methodist
Church, whose staff had deemed
them exclusionary toward people
of other faiths.
Dormitories were divided
into the Ujamaa House (for

be united against. Well, the racvatives into obscurity. Tell me,
liberals and ultra-liberals, is black ists are sitting back and laughing
at us.
America going to continue sucTaking umbrage at these
ceeding by depending on
criticisms, left-wingers may can
multiculturalism, by emph~sizblacks)~Casa Zapata (Hispanics),
ing race, race, race over everyme a racist. Of course. Anyone
thing?WouldMartinLutherKing
who questions their role as
Okada (Asians), and Muhwekmaspokespersons for "the opJr., Colin Powell, Michael fortaw-ruk (Native Americans). The
dqrms removed those students
dan, and Alan Keyes have sue- pressed" is a racist.Isn't this a lot
ceeded if they had devoted themof extremist, narrow-minded,
from_ the rest .of the university,
and residents who were not memblack-and-white thinking from
selves to this counterproductive,
self-defeating blather?
people who are supposedly the
l:lers of any racial group were
. A few years ·
perceivers of gray
ostracized. Years ago, two freshmen were thrown out of the
areas?
ago, Arsenio Hall
invited
Louis
Assimilating
Ujamaa House for refuting a minority student's statement that
peop~e
people of many
Farrak-hantospeak
on his now-defunct
races, colors, reliBeethoven was black, a "fact" in
show. If Jay Leno
gions, and cultures
a Ujamaa library book.
Courses like "The Inveninvited
David
intoAmericasimply
tion of Heterosexuality and How
works.Jussanguinis
DuKKKe to The
Tonight Show,
re 1910ns, 8
or jus soli, diverse
to Have Promiscuity in an Epi.:.
'demic" (Dartmouth), and "The
peoples
made
wouldn'thereceive
Feminist Critique of Christianuniversal condemAmerica what it is
today. Their assimination?Thisiswhat
ity" (Penn State) are further examples of this outlandishness.
lation is not mind1 mean when I talk simply WOrkS.
Multiculturalists find no fault
about liberal d o u b l e - - - - - - - - - • less conformity that
buries their uniquestandards, about
with the Reddening of our camtrading, tolerating, and even ad- ·ness.
puses; they find no fault with the
The Founders, dead white
vocating one injustice over aninner cities; they find no fault
whommulticulturalistsdespise,
guys
with naked gay rights lunatics
other. This is the same Left that,
laid the foundation for freedoms that
who masturb~te while marching
with flourishes of trumpets, proAmericans enjoy. America is forevin parades.
claims how much it values unity.
erylxxly who is willingtomakesomeNo, these liberals say,
This liberar idea of equalthing of him or herself. That is celAmerica is at fault for repressing
ity is an unrealistic, absurd sham,
ebrating diversity.
those people for so long, and
a Balkanization of America: Just
Uniting America requires
America is getting what she sorely
look at the controversy the Left
shunning labels and embracing courdeserves.
stirs up when English-only laws
tesy and patriotism. We are blacks,
are debated. The Ku Klux Klan,
The multiculturalist mosaic
whites, Jews, Christians, Hispanics,
the Order, the American Nazi
includes bigoted blacks who fling
Asians,NativeAmericans,andmixed
slavery in America's face at evParty (a contradiction in terms),
races by birth.
Louis Farrakhan, and other race
ery tum. This alienates non-racWeareAmericansbythegrace
ist whites (an overwhelming ma- · supremacists are the people whom
Americans of all stripes should of God.
jority) and pushes black C<?nser-

nitely a gay subculture contribution
to Black History Month; a ''queer
spin" on things, if you will.
I suppose some would like a
I have been asked if this is the
little clarification about how the Gay, best movie GLBSU could be showLesbian and Bisexual Student Union ing for its first public display of
(GLBSU) came about hosting the support for Black History Month,
Diva Invasion on campus as part of· and if the film is about black leaders.
Black History Month. Diva Inva- No, this film is not about another M.
sion? Black History? Where's the L. King, AudreLorde or Malcom X.
connection, right? As GLBSU's It is though, about the ordinary 0 What the budget
president I first thought to show people who are nevertheless the rea- battle is really .about,
Tongues United for Black History son for any "movement". Is this the and it's not the
Month, a film that narrowly focuses best film for us to show? Choosing
environment
on the black/gay/male experience. the best film is a pretty lofty ·and
(My very first choice was to show intimidating goal, even if any of us
Black Is, Black Ain't but that is not ever knew what were "best" for a
Dear Pat,
yet available.) When I ran into An- Movement. And as one GLBSU
I'vereadyourcolumnonsevthony de Shazor and told him my memberputit, "Maybe the best film eral occasions and most of the time
idea, he enthusiastically proposed wouldn't even have anything to do I agree with your point of view.
to show Paris ls Burning instead.
with gays." Perhaps a more man- Although in the January 18 edition
Paris ls Burning is a compli- ageabl~ question-a more here and you seem to have missed the entire
cated film. It is not a film that fo- now question (for both Black point of the budget debate. The decuses on race. It is not a film that America and Gay America) is, bate isn't about drilling for oil in
focuses on class. It is not a film that "Have we forgotten anybody fn our Alaska, or cutting funding to educafocuses on gay identity. It is a film movement?" and "What do we know "tion, medicare, or social services.
about representation, fashion and about these people? What do they The debate is over how responsible
the power of images ... within a con- live for? What do they do each day?" Congress and the president are gotext inextricable from issues of race, And if we care about their welfare, ing to be to the American people in
class and gay subculture. Complex ''Who is looking out for them?" the future.
issues of gender can also be read You may have a few of these quesWe've had income taxes ever
into Paris. It is a ''must see" film for tions answered at the Wild Pizza, 8 since the tum of the century. Since
all of us academ!cs interested in any p.m. on February 22nd.
then, Congress has had a virtual
of the above areas so Greg said Yes!
Paris Is Burningffhe Diva In- blank check. Whenever the needs of
Anthony said Yes! And there you vasion promises to be a lot of fun, Government grew beyond the scope
educational, and well, more fun. Who of the current budget. they would
have it: almost.
Could GLBSU dare to present was it that said something like '1f I borrow money. In order to pay the
a film that addresses (among other can't dance in your revolqtion I don't debts, they would eventually raise
things) "drag" and not to produce a want to be a part of it?'' See ya there. taxes, increase tariffs, etc. Govern--Greg Seaney, GLBSUPres. ment has grown so large that it will
show ofits own? The answer to that
as you can see is no. This is defibankrupt the American people soon

Assimilating
of
many races,
COiors,
1· •
nd
cultures into
Am •

enca

0 Diva Invasion?
Black History Month?

if something isn't done. I get proof
of this every time I pick up my
paycheck. I worked.over the Christmas holidays and earned $940.00 in
one week. Guess how much of it
w,ent to Mr. Clinton? One hundred,
two hundred, let's try $280.00, almost one third of my pay.
The Republican's are fighting for a smaller, more responsible
government. A government where
individual states can more closely -

regulate how social service money
is spent. A government that can not
spend more money than it receives
in taxes. Everyone will prosper from
this spending philosophy. Yes, students, too. If we had reduced taxes
and a stronger economy, we would
have less need for student aid.
But you are correct on one
point, the line item veto would allow Clinton to pass the budget, but
he doesn't want to do that anyway.
He and the Democratic Congress
don't want to give up their blank
check.
Sincerely,
Alfred Taylor

o

There's more letters to the editorLuis Plaza's about political prisoners

O Peter Maxwell talks about individuality
and what it means to the sense of
community

o

Pat Fox talks about ulcers

The Central Florida Future welcomes your letters and
articles. Submissions may be brought to our offices on disk, Faxed
to 823-9495, or E-mailed to theeditoratpatfox@eWorld.com.Or,
if you prefer, PatFox0590@aol.com.
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Club Info

Classified
VALET RUNNER
- Extra Money $6-$12/hr
-Flexible shifts
- Must be physically fit
- Appearance Standard
-Driving Record checked
- Must be at least 19
Call 849-0670 9-5 M-F

CAMP COUNSELORS

February 20, 1996

Services

BLACK IIlSTORY MONTH
"Is Christianity a White Man's
Religion?"
y Charles Gilmer, Speaker/Author
Wed. February 21, 8 pm
Health & Physics Bldg Rm 260

Tennis, Waterskiers, Riding,
Theatre Staff.
Baily's special limited program for
Camp Laurel- A private children's
students and residents. Call Walter
camp in Maine seeks experienced
297-8400.
tennis players, skiers, English riders
and drama staff for summer camp
+ Belly Dancing Lessons
ATI'ENTION ALL STUcounselor positions. Must have
Good $$$ Flexible Hours
Exercise your entire body while
DENTS!!! GRANTS &
interest in Jiving and working with "Herbal Ecstacy 1' Co. seeks sales
learning an art of an ancient
SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILchildren. Interviewing on campus rep to place product in stores. Call world. Retone your body, a~quire
UCF Dive Oub-meting Thurs.
ABLE!
BILLION
OF$$$
IN
soon: Call l-800-327-3509.
Feb.29 from 4-6 pm, in SC214.
Brenda (800) 533-5511
mental discipline and have fun.
PRIVATE
FUNDING.
Guest speaker from REEF, on
Mac computer expert wanted for
Call W Med, Inc. 380-2706
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY.
Free Long Distance Phone
artificial/nat reefs, fish ID, data
consulting/problem solving. 1--------------t
1800 AID-2-HELP (1800
Service: No change in current
Must be very knowledgeable on FUND-RAISER-Motivated groups
collection. Pizza & Coke served.
243-2435)
carrier while earning substantial
needed to earn $500+ promoting
software, hardware. Pff flex.
Call 382-8007 for info.
weekly income. Contact Gladys
hours. Steve 895-0800
AT&T, Discover, gas and retail
at 380-3075
Golden Key Officer elections will
cards. Since 1969, we've helped
VALET PARKING POSITION
be held at the next meeting which
AVAILABLE
thousands of groups raise the
It's not about
money they need. Call Gina at
will be on Wednesday, Feb. 21 at
Carribean Island Promotions
(800) 592-2121 ext. 198. Free CD
6:00 pm in the Game Room.
PROMISES•••
must have clean driving record
Has a Bahamas Spring Break
to qualified callers.
It's about
great personality & customer
Getaway for-as little as $500 per
RESULTS! .
wk/person (407) 382-0877
service oriented
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735
Call Guest services management
Are you tired of answering ads?
481-0513 or 222-9475 Must be 21
Norrell Services is offering an
· and up
Sherwood Forest imed occ. 3/2 2/2 excellent opportunity for qualidmvprop 657-1967 1800929-4403
fied applicants in our East
Orlando facility adjacent to UCF
in Research Park.
Mac Performa 450 4 ram/25MHz/
h " p
For your results oriented,
120 hd & software w/mon. $650
.•
MINS Mature and responsible. 10
motivational attitude we are
2000 baseball cards '72-'95 $50
offering;
min from UCF. 2br/2ba Furn. Own
Call Jason 382-2945
bedroom/bath $290/mo + 112 util.
across from UCF
*Day/Evening/Weekend Shifts
'87 Honda civic 4 dr/~ ~. ale
Dave 381-5208
273-54.19
*Guaranteed Base
cruise cont-cass-hatch- Looks
*Monthly Bonus
Great! 2500 obo high mi.
YEAST INFECTION Research Stu4y
*Service Bonus
'92 Saturn SL2 4 dr/5 spd sunroof Opportunity for qufilified women to participate in a nationwide research study
*Training
sponsored by a major phmmaceutical company.
power everything-excel cond.
. *Vacation
.Motivated, sales oriented people
HOW CAN YOU QUALIFY? Must sell $9000 obo 679-6797
*Benefits
If you are a female 18 years of age and older and have at least one symptom
needed. Guest service positions
-Rollerblades- Men's 10 $165.
(other than discharge) of yeast vaginitis and have not recently begun treat::nent.
available. Earn avg $15/hr; not
366-5407
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Call for an immediate interview
uncommon. I-Drive &
Free study related medical care (physical exam, pelvic examination &
Film Equipment for sale.
TODAY!!
Kissimmee locations.
laboratory evaluations) and study medication. Payment up to $100.00
Mansfield
8mm
editor
w/
viewer,
384-8549
Call 345-9007
1
Bell &Howell 16 mm camera w/
On ) 'OlJr mark, get set...
stop
motion.
Best
offer
898-0366
NORRELL LOGO
4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
for the summer of your life!
·eoe ada no fee
•91 -camero RS 5.0, 5 Speed, Air,
.
407-240-7878
Are you a Veteran, dependent, or
just interested in hanging around
with veterans having fun and
helping the community?
Join The Student Veteran
Association.
For info Call 823-2707

Travel

For Rent

1-------------------------STUDENT SPECIAL

For Sale

tari?mania

' ' "0' '

Roommates

·I0 visits for $25.00 w/l.D.

Help Wanted

r

We know you're looking for
quality, professionalism and FUN.
Well so are we.

Three of the finest coed facilities
in the Northeast seek the very
BEST:
general counselors, athletic
instructors, waterfront, art &
crafts and more.
Top salaries, travel allowance,
room/board.
If you 're fun, responsible and
motivated, we'd like to meet you.
Call us by 314 for an on-campus
interview.

TIMBER LAKEffYLER
HILL CAMPS
800-828-CAMP

--------------t
$1750 weekly possible, ,mailing
our circulars. For info call 301306-1207
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
66051
100 People Wanted: We pay you
to lose 10-29 lbs in 30 days. Call
380-2549

NOTICE!

Air Bag, Eagle GTS. 67,000
Gentle old guy miles. $6650
Rich Hands wk- 831-7002
eve.- 277-7214
Roland Keyboard

sound module for sale
32 voice polyphony
MlDI, stereo, plus synth sound
card. Only $90.
Call Pete 273-6477

NOTICE!

NOTICE!

IF YOU ARE A STUDENT FROM OVERSEAS
WITH GOOD BUSINESS CONNECTIONS,
CALL US FOR THE OPPORUNITY OF A

l

g:~o cr~:c~~s~~~~~~~~

r-

~ .SERA-TEC BIOLOGIC~LS

,o ~-.-~~ - f
(1

~~

·l..

Until Robots replace Humans
...your plasma will always be needed

(D(

~-

_..____ ·DID YOU KNOW?.
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA \OU DONATE HELPS:

*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluid for bums,
surgery, or
treatment of illness

*Protect against infection
·*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening diseases

LIFETIME.

"We will compensate y.>u for your time when giving the gift of lie"

PHU 332-9288 (9-5 p.m.)
TOM 298-6287 (After Hours)
FAX 290-6691

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

· Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, i=L

~-----------------------------------------------------

Classi zed Advertisin Form

Pleasecheckoneofthefollowing:
_For Rent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
_For Sale
_Services
_Autos
_Singles
_Tutors
_Roommates
_Cash

Check

_Greek Corner
_Club Info
-:-Help Wanted

_Personals
_lost & Found
_Other

I

Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I would like the. ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs. during the Fall and Spring
Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior)._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $3 per line for all others. Each character in a
string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form
and payment to The Central Florida Future, 1 1875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn:
Classifieds, or fax form and copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our
offices, located in University Oaks behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

Lb _________________________ Na~, address, and phone (required):

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :J
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The Dance Hali Crashers interviewed p. 2
A really big concert at The Wild Pizza p. 4
DK went to Mardi Gras without us
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, THE Crossword
ACROSS

1 Burden
5 Friendly conversations
10 Snatch
14 Accomplished
15 Ingredient in plastics
16 Breathing sound
17 Of the ear
18 Upper crust
19 French river
20Tire type
22 Beirut's land
24Sup ..
25 Old World finch
26 Regard with suspicion
30 Russian plain
34 Singles
35 Wander
37 Courtroom drama
38 Convert into leather
39 Continued stories
41 Age
42 Beginning
44 Against
45 Let it stand
46 Staggered
48 Prank
50 Issued a challenge

52 Make a mistake
53 Light spear
56 RuQber-soled shoe
60 Finished
61 Former senator Kefauver
63 Chinese river
64 Boat structure
65 Set of rooms ·
66 Ogled
67 Catch sight of
68 Uptight
69 Capitol feature
DOWN

1 Scent
2 Short letter
3 Distinct entity
4 Hidden things
5 Human being
6Kept
7 "-was going... "
8Name
9 Villainous expressions
10 One expressing pain
11 Weather word
12 In addition
13 Auxili~ verb

21 Hearing organ
23 Posts on a ship's deck
25 Colored, in a way
26Engine
27 Silly
28 Logic
29 Shore bird
31 Michelanglelo statue
32 Peeled
33 Make happy
36 Small rugs
39 Filch
40 One granted permission
43 Along in years
45 Used an atomizer
47 Most arid
49 Exist
51 Follow after
53 Funny story
54 Sts.
55 Gore, e.g.
56 Pairs
57 Knockout
58 Fundamental:-abbr.
59 Impolite
62Metal

The Answers

"The Price is wrong ••• Bitch."

Ada• Sandler to lob larker In
Happy Gll•ore

F-1
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IHG T
ff We1U) WlTI} TI}E
DffRC!E ijlill C!H.ff~ijEH.~
by JENNIFER MacDOWELL

hnagine sliding sideways down an icy freeway in a van wondering if the gig you last
played was your last. Over a phone interview, Elyse Rogers ofthe Dance Ha11 Crashers laughed
and jokingly referred to it as the "Big Gnar1y Van Spin-off."
The 20 degree weather in the Northeast is not a plus with Rogers, who prefers
temperatures and scenes comparable to California. She feels more at home-with the "skate/surf
kids and their attitudes."
·
Dance Hall Crashers originated in 1989 out of the Berkeley area and the name was from
a 60' s ska band. The group began as a side project from two qiembers of Rancid who then
played for Operation Ivy. Rogers described the group as "outcasts of the ska scene who do their
own thing."
Lockjaw differs from other ska albums. The two female voices Rogers and Karina
Denike complement each other while the other four male members combine ska rhythms and
aggressive punk/pop guitars creating a carefree, thrashing, fun environment. The lyrics reveal
their daily lives and what was happening at the time.
Traveling on the road since the end of September, Rogers expressed mixed feelings,
saying, ''Touring is the most fun thing in the world, but it can be harder than anything else. It
depends on the city, whom you are driving with, and your mood."
Currently, DHC is working on another album "possibly similar to Lockjaw but who
knows." They will stick to their original sound and continue with the band thing until, in
Roger's words, it "stops being fun. We're not going to be the Rolling Stones." Why not?

.

The Dancehall Crashers will open for The Mighty Mighty Bosstones tonight
at The Club at Firestone.

•

Dance Hall Crashers
and The Mighty

•

Mighty Bosstones

WHERE:

•

The Club at
Firestone

When:
Tuesday,
February 20

•
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UCF Student Government
Presidential Candidates
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•

•

•

Frank Amoros
•Student Body Vice President
•Senate President
•SG Elections Commissioner
•Student Senator
•Vice Chairman Clubs & Organizations
Committee
•Vice Pres. Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
•UCF Telecounselor
• EOP/Soar Program- Student Tutor
•HASA, ISA, UCF Surf Club
•Activity & Service Fee Committee
• Parking and Traffic Advisory Committee
•Pursuing Bachelor of Arts in Business
Administration

•lnterfraternity Council President
•President of the Greek Council
•Executive Administrator
•Student Government Senator
•Student Government MacLab
Assistant
•Vice President Pi Kappa Alpha
•Finance Committee
•Judicial Board
•Student Alumni Association
•Chairman IFC Police Relations
•Dean's List
•Pursuing Bachelor of Arts in English

John Stanard

•
t

Voting Place: near the Student Government lounge

Rico Brown
'

•Campus Activities Board Speaker's Pir.
•Consultants for Effective Leadership
•African American Student Union
•Provost-Advisory Committee
•Student Government Chief Justice
•Student Government Justice
•UCF Tour Guide
•Differential Tuition Committee
•Who's Who in America's Colleges
•Parking Appeals Committee
•National Conference for Students'
Services Representative
•National Association for Campus
Activities Representative

•Chair of Student Union Board of Directors
•Association of College Unions International
Representative
•AmeriCorp Member
•Student Government Election Commissioner
•President of Residence Hall Association
•Chief Justice of Residence Hall Standards
•President Hitt's On-Campus Ad-hoc
Committee
•Surf Club Historian
•Vision '94 Representative
•World Summit Representative

Graciela Noriega

Voting Place: near the Student Government lounge

•

•Member of the 26th, 27th, and (current)
28th Student Senates
•Interim Student Body President
•President Pro Tempore
•President and Vice President of the
Student Accounting Society
•Member of Beta Alpha Psi (Accounting
Honors)
•Golden Key (Honors)
•UCF GPA
•Dean's List
•Numerous Student Government and
University Committees
•Pursuing a Bachelor's in Accounting

•Member of the 27th and (current) 28th
Student Senates
•Vice Chair of the Clubs &
Organizations Committee
•Operations Review Committee
•Vice Chair of the Election &
Appointments Committee
•Vice Chair of the Environmental Adhoc Committee
•Pursuing a Bachelor's in Pre-Law

This is one in a series of two advertisements that was produced by the UCF Student Government Senate at a total cost of $880 to inform
UCF Students of the upcoming Spring Presidential candidates. All currently registered and enrolled UCF Students are eligible to
participate in the UCF Student Government Presidential elections. If you have any questions of eligibility, please see the Registrar. If
you have any other questions, please call your local Student Government office or the Main Campus office at (407) 823-219 l.
Candidates were asked to provide a picture of themselves and a fifty (50) word (maximum) profile on their past activities. Tickets are
listed in Presidential Candidate alphabetical order. All three tickets will be on the ballot at all UCF Campuses.
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.Sfari Af Jost $119.
·
Lea\'e it ro the airline 1ha1 makes flying cheaper than
driving to make skiing almost cheaper than staying home.
You can enjoy three days and t\\·o nights at your choice
of many popular :\c11· England ski resorts, for $199 during mid-week,
or for $249 on ''eckends. Price includes accommodations, lift tickets,
and rental equipment. per person. double occupancy. Airfare is extra
(see box). All resorts are located within 1 1'2 to 3 hours drire of
either Boston or Hartford. This spccial offer is good
through March 31. 1996.
You may book your Spring Break Ski Package lw calling
1-800-VISIT-!\E (1-800-8D-~863). For Yalu.Jet reser\'ations, and 10
book a rental car, call l-800-VALlJ]ET (1-800-825-8538).
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Seats Are Limited So Call TODAY!

800-989·5500 ext 7
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6355 Metro West Blvd., Suite
Orlando, Florida 32835

260

Part-Time Help Wanted

i;,ucF

Asa part of

Black History Month
Come Hear

Charles Gilmer
Speaker, Author

•

The UCF Foundation is currently seeking 6 UCF students
for p~-time fundrais ing opportunities.

Is Christianity a White
Man's Religion?
'lpon~o red H~ :

The Africa n
American Student
lJofoo and Campus
Crusade for Christ

Wednesday

•Work on UCF Annual Fund Phone-A-Thon
• Three shifts a week
·Hours: Sunday-Thursday 6:00p.m.-9:15p·.m.
• Position Closes 2/23/96

Feb. 21st

8:00 p.m.
Health & Physics Building
Room ~ 60

- lf interested, piease call (407) 24 9-4 740 '

C'harlt!.,. (;;tmer i.~ a na liwwl spea ker a nd the author
<?f th e article. "I.et ·s Ci1·c lbe Dream 1\'eu · Life. ~

Campus Cl"usade for Christ's

..

Noon
Tuesday's

Noon
Wednesday's

.Meetings

SC 214

SC 211
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\ 1.BECOME
AN AIR FORCE
OFHCER.

Put your college
degree to work in
the Air Force
Officer Training
School and receive:
• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation
with pay per year
• management
opportunities
See if you qualify.
Call
AIR FORCK
TOLL FR~:E
1-800-·'2J-l:SA1"

0

Yes, send me your brochure.

Name ------------------~

Call (800) 727-AIFS or send to
American Institute For Foreign Study®
Dept CP4 • 102 Greenwich Avenue
Greenwich, CT 06830
COLLEGE
DIVISION

College/university - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone (
Preference:

O England

O France

Germany

0 Spain

O summer

0 semester

O academic year

.Just in case
you·decide_ to buy
·the books
:this semester.
l

.

(

t

L

'

(

(
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It's everywhere
you '"\/Vant to be:

(
CC> Visa U.SA. Inc. 1995
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• Many pro teams like Gerod's sure hands and solid blocking
quered.
"I was a little disappointed
when I w~s moved from the
tailback spot," Davis said. "But
then I realized that it would be a
great opportunity for me to show
that I can block and catch the ball
out of the backfield."

•
•

Blocking and catching are
easily the most important skills
for a fullback to have, especially
at the next level. Davis has both.
During each of his three seasons
as a blocking-back, Davis helped
his backfield mate gain over 1,000
-yards rushing. And when he wasn't
knocking would-be-tacklers back
where they came from, he was
catching swing passes in the flat.
He soon became known as "Mr.
Everything."

•

•
•

•

•
•
p11o1otHu11r

Although Davis may not
have received the notoriety many
of the Division I athletes had, he
seemed to have as much talent.
But his talent alone won't necessarily secure him a spot at the next
level.
Scouts agree that Davis is
worthy of a formal tryout and seem
to think his making an NFL roster
is nolan unobtainable goal.
"Gerod is an excellent
receiver ... he's got natural hands,"
saidTampaBayBuccaneers' scout
Mark Dominik. "I'm also im-

Former UCF standout Gerod Dayis hopes to join the elite·
by earning a spot on an NFL roster.
from DAVIS, page 16
his collegiate career. Although he pressed with his blocking ability.
man in school history to do so.
was hoping to be the featured back At his size you'd think he'd get
c
With the backfield once in the Golden Knights' offense, beat up a little more, but he knows
again healthy the following sea- he accepted his role without hesi- . how to position his body to get
son, Davis was moved to fullback tation, viewing the new beginning leverage on players. I think he has
where he spent the remainder of as another challenge to be con- a shot [at the NFL]."
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611 SUB!

:junior round!

when you buy a 6 11
sub of equal or
greater value and a
Med. drink

I when you buy a jun: ior round of equal or
I greater value and a
I
Med. drink
I
offer expires 2/22/96
I Not valid in combination _with any

offer expires 2/22/96
Not valid in combination with any
other offers or specials. The Place other offers or specials.
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-------------------Where Fresh is che lasce.'v

l a·z z. & IA o r e • •

· ~----------------------------~-,
0 The Central Florida Future is in desperate need of a _1
• tennis writer for this Spring semCster.
:
The pay is terrible, but the clips will
1
lookgood and, hopefully, so will your
: .
• articles.Ifyouenjoytennisevensomewhat and can hold a pen straight then
·1
• pleasecallsportseditorJasonSwancey
.
823-8054 ext. 28. SOON!
·
... \..at______________________________
!_JI

I

I

Just taldnd in some racind action

/282-0505
$5°0 Lg Cheese Pizza
vv/ valid student ID

•

Located across from U.C.F.
in the UC7 Shopping Center

•

•

We Deliver!

•

25¢ Wings

c

•

•

Dale Earnhardt took the flag last week in the Gatorade Twin 125 qualifying race at
the Daytona International Speedway. That's Earnhardt in his famous black Chevy
car between the man with tile white hat's arm and head.

(r

Monday - Friday 11 - 5
All Day and Night Saturday

.J
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UCF fullback Gerod Davis
hopes for shot at the NFL
by TIM SPRINGER
sports editor

~istant

What happened to Shaq?
Has the big guy changed or
are we now realizing his true colors?
From the suburbs of San
Antonio to the college ranks of
LSU, he's now made a permanent home here in Orlando - for
now.
Remember the big 7' tall,
300 pound guy who looked like
he could take on the world physically, but had the heart of a
grandma? Like those warm-loving Pepsi commercials with the
little boy denying Shaq a drink of
his Pepsi. Or the All-Sport commercials with grandpa Shaq. Or
how about the loony tunes commercials with his big grin. What
a wonderful man.
He's not big headed, and
he's publicizing his name without any complaints from the media. WAIT! Hold everything.
Orlando is swept in the Finals,
Shaq pumps iron for the first time
in his life, weighs in at 325 pounds
and reaches just about TI". Suddenly no 'm ore commercials (except music CD's).
Unfortunately, he suffers an
injury in the pre-season-out for
two months. Instead of realizing
that these ·things bappen in the
sports world to athletes and you
have to learn to live with it (leaving out the. rumor that his injury
was done intentionally to him),
Shaq sets a vendetta out against
the whole league.
Thenjustaftertheholidays,
he tells a woman reporter that
he's going to be a daddy. He must
have thought that a "reporter"
would keep her mouth shut. Like
any other reporter she Immediately published the news. Shaq's
mad; he's furious. Now my personal life is known throughout
the world.
Well, thanks to his popularity, he makes the All-stars, despite missing 22 games this year.
He played a great game, for 4
quarters.But the voters- not the
media, Shaq - are the ones who
gave the MVP to Jordan.
The All-star game is supposed to be fun, a time to forget
about the season for a couple of
days. What does Shaq say about
it all? He says he's just not going
to participate in the All-stars anymore. Boo Hoo Hoo! So what if
you didn't win the MVP for the
All-star game. How about saying, "Well, I didn't get it this
year, even though I know I played
my best. Maybe next year."
- The main objective is his
team - Orlando, not himself.
Shaq is becoming a one man gang,
rather than a team player. Notice
Orlando's losses without Shaq:
four. Ten losses with him.
Penny's scoring average
has dropped from 27.7 to 23.5
since his return in December.
Tune into the local sports radio
talk shows, they're saying the
ame thing!

Former UCF full back Gerod
Davis may have played his last
season of college football, but the
workouts continue. The NFL is on
his mind, and hanging up his helmet seems to happen only when
another day of striving for his goal
has ended. Spending countless
hours trying to make his dream
become a reality is how Davis
lives each day. His hard work and
· · persisten.c e are a reminder that
there is no off season for a player,
only fans.
It's been just three months
since Davis last wore the Black &
Gold of the UCF Golden Knights,
but it seems like an eternity to an
athlete who has always had another season to look forward to.
"Right now, I think I'm going through my toughest challenge," Davis said. "What makes
it so difficult is that last year at
this time I knew I would be on the
footbaB field again. This year there
are no promises."

photo/ HUNT

Gerod Davis' multi-dimensional should prove tantalizing to
NFL scouts. He led UCF in receiving last year.

Heather·Schultz sets a
UCF record in the 1500
by MIKE HORNBURG
Staff writer

As with any young team,
the UCF track and field squad is
still trying to find its way along
the road to success.
That Golden Knights team
is filled with some inexperience
but even more
potential. Both
qualities were
perfectI y ill ustrated at their
last two meets.
At
the
Barnett Bank
Invitational held
atthe University
of Florida, the
Golden Knights
competed
against some of the top teams in
the nation. In all, UCF recorded
12 top-20 finishes .
Heather Schultz and Erik
Lipham were both recognized as
Athletes of the Week for their
individual performances. Schultz
placed fourth in the 5,000 meter
run with a time of 17:49.09.
Lipham placed eighth in the 3,000
meter race with a time of 8:47 .77.
Other top finishers for the
women' s team were April Vitori
in the 3,000 meter run, Tiffany
Hill and Kin Krienke in the 5,000
a.rid Nikeisha Skyers in the 55meter hurdles.

On the men's side, Danny
placed tenth in the mile_ and Rene
Plasencia and Lou Snelling came
in tenth and eleventh, respectively,
in the 3,000 meter.
"We competed well considering the competition. We were
basically fed to the wolves," stated
coach Marcia Mansur-Wentworth.
"South Carolina, Florida;
Georgia State
and Texas, all
top
ranked
teams in the nation, were at the
meet. We have
a young team.
You can't criticize anybody.
We just have to
keep improving."
UCF' s first home meet of
the season provided some downhome cooking for the Knights.
Competing against four other
teams, including Jacksonville University and the University of North
Florida, the Golden Knights had
numerous top-fiv.e finishers.
Among them were Kelly
Kobia and Schultz, who were both
also named co-athletes of the
week. Schultz set a school record
in the 1,500 meter run, while
Incantalupo was named the male
Athlete of the Week.

Davis' first NFL tryout
camecourtesyoftheBrowns;quite
fitting since neither are sure about
what the future holds. He turned

in a time of 4.65 seconds in the 40yard dash and was praised by the
scouts for his ability to catch the
ball out of the backfield.
Edgewater High School was
where Davis began to show promise on the football field as well as
in the classroom. The National
Honor Society member set a
school single-season rushing
record of 1,853 yards during his
senior year, which earned him allstate honors and quickly led to
coaches from around the country
dialing the Davis household. But
remaining in the Central Florida
area played a major role in Davis'
choice of UCF as his future alma
mater.
Recruited as a tailback by the
Golden Knights, Davis wasted little
time making an impact. In the first
game ofhis freshman season he was
thrust into the starting line-up due to
injuries. Davis finished the day with
151 yards rushing. A backfield
plagued with injuries, which looked
to be detrimental to the Golden
Knights' offense, turned into an
entire team's gain as Davis showed
his ability to carry the ball throughout the season by rushing for over
1,000yards, becomingthefirstfreshsee DAVIS, page 15

Getting in
the swing
of things

~

The women's tennis team and their number one player,
Jing Chen, are off to quick starts. The team is already 40 facing all Florida competition, while Chen is a stellar
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